Classes of exact static solutions in four-dimensional Einstein-MaxwellDilaton gravity are found. Besides of the well-known solutions previously found in the literature, new solutions are presented.It's shown that spherically symmetric solutions, except the case of charged dilaton black hole, represent globally naked strong curvature singularities.
The scalar field is believed to play an important role in physics. Nearly all generalized theories of gravity as Brans-Dicke models and Kaluza-Klein theory involve a scalar field. On the other hand the scalar field arises from low energy limit of string theory.
In recent years a lot of attention has been turned to low dimensional string theory inspirited models. It turns out to be useful to study such models as a first step in the surch of the exact string theory. On the one hand the studying of low dimensional models may throw light on higher dimensional case and give some insight into the nonperturbative structure of string theory.On the other hand it leads to better understanding of some problems in pure general relativity -as example black holes and the question of the scalar hair. The charged black holes solutions supporting scalar hair in the four dimensional Einstein-Maxwell-Dilaton gravity were found and studied in [1] (see also [2] ).
The purpose of the present article is to present classes of exact static solutions in the four dimensional Einstein-Maxwell-Dilaton gravity containing new solutions besides of the known, previously found in the literature.
We consider four dimensional Einstein-Maxwell-Dilaton gravity with an action
(1) * E-mail: yazad@phys.uni-sofia.bg R being the Ricci scalar curvature with respect to the metric g ab and F ab = ∂ a A b − ∂ b A a being the Maxwell tensor. The corresponding field equations are
where
g ab F cd F cd . We look for static solutions of the field equations (2) .This means that we consider space-time admitting a Killing vector ξ satisfying the following conditions
Besides the above conditions, the fields ϕ and F ab are required to satisfy
In the case of static space-time, as well-known, the metric can be written in the form [3] 
In terms of the three-dimensional metric h µν the field equations (2) become
Here D µ is Levi-Civita connection and 3 R µν is the Ricci tensor with respect to the three-metric h µν . The electric potential Φ is introduced by
The equations (6) can be obtained from the following action
Introducing the matrix [4] , [5] 
the action (8) is written in the elegant form
Now we assume that all potentials u, ϕ, Φ depend on only one potential λ [6] .Then requiring that
the field equations (6) are reduced to the following
The first two equations of (12) are actually the static vacuum Einstein equations.The third equation can be formally solved.Its general solution is
where the matrices P 0 and Q must be determined. From physical point of view, the most interesting case is when the potential λ vanish at the spatial infinity (λ(∞) = 0). We are interested also in asymptotically flat solutions : u(∞) = ϕ(∞) = Φ(∞) = 0. Then the matrix P 0 is determined by
Taking into account the explicit form (9) of the matrix P we obtain
Here σ 3 is the third Pauli matrix.
To determine the matrix Q we note, as it's seen, that the matrix P is symmetric P T = P. Therefore Q must satisfies the condition
From (16) it immediately follows that
On the other hand the condition (11) leads to the constraint
The matrix e Qλ can be found by using standard technics. In calculating e Qλ we must consider three cases : detQ < 2, detQ > 2 and detQ = 2. First we consider the case detQ < 2. The convenient parametrization in this case is α + γ = 2 √ 2 sin(ω), α − γ = 2 √ 2 cosh(Ω) cos(ω), and β = √ 2 sinh(Ω) cos(ω).
The following explicit form of P is obtained
where z = √ 2λ cos(ω). Now putting
it's not difficult to obtain
In the case when detQ > 2 we find
where ψ = arcosh(
) and ϑ = arcsin(
). From (22) one obtains
The third class solutions are obtained when detQ = 2 :
Hence we find
Let's consider some explicit examples.If we take as a seed metric the Schwarzschild solution
where λ = and choosing the first class of the above described solutions, we find
In the special case when ω = π 4
we obtain well-known charged dilaton black hole solution [1] , [2] .
Another interesting example is the choosing as a seed solution the Curzon's metric [7] 
r 2 sin 2 (θ). In this case, choosing again the first class of solutions (21) we find
Besides the above given explicit examples there are many possibilities to generate new solutions using as seed solutions static solutions of the vacuum Einstein equations.The detailed study of all possible solutions exceeds the scope of this paper.We will investigate the spherically symmetric solution (27) which is one of the most interesting.We will show that solution (27) has a globally naked strong curvature singularity when ω = . The curvature singularity is usually found by showing the divergence of the Kretschmann scalar at a finite affine parameter along a non-spacelike geodesic.It's well-known that Ricci and Weyl scalars are finite for several type solutions having curvature singularities.In any case, the divergence of any of the above mentioned scalars shows the presence of a curvature singularity.
The Ricci and Kretschmann scalars for solution (27) are correspondingly
where the prime denotes differentiation with respect to r. These scalars diverge at r = r min demonstrating a curvature singularity there.Here r min is 2M when cos(ω) > 0 and r min is determined by
when cos(ω) < 0. A singularity is globally naked if there exists a future directed causal curve with one end on the singularity and the other end on the future null infinity.To show that the curvature singularities in our case are globally naked we consider null geodesic in the space-time described by the solution (27):
where g ab k a k b = 0. The outgoing radial null geodesic are
Here C is an integration constant and C > 0. It immediately follows that
and
It can be verified that for finite R we have
, cos(ω) < 0 (37) which are finite.Therefore the singularity r = r min is globally naked. A sufficient condition for a strong curvature singularity is that at least along one null geodesic (with an affine parameter τ ) which terminates at singularity τ = 0 the following is satisfied [8] , [9] , [10] 
In our case we obtain
when cos(ω) ≥ 0 and
when cos(ω) < 0. This shows that the globally naked singularity is a strong curvature singularity.
In a similar way it may be shown that second and third class spherically symmetric solutions have globally naked strong curvature singularities.
In the present paper we have found classes of new exact static solutions in the four-dimensional Einstein-Maxwell-Dilaton gravity.The well-known charged dilaton black hole solution corresponds to the special case ω = they have globally naked strong curvature singularities.In this way, it has been shown that naked singularities arise in their own right in the four dimensional Einstein-Maxwell-Dilaton gravity.This leads to the suspection that cosmic censorship may be failed in dilaton gravity.Of course, this question needs more complete and deeper investigation at least because the effective string action we have considered here is only a first approximation in powers of α ′ . In the vicinity of the singularities the curvature is large and the higher order α ′ corrections must be considered. Nevertheless we hope that the results in this paper may throw some light on the nonperturbative structure of string theory.
